New Temperennials™ for 2018
Including Succulents & Sunny B's™ Edibles

Sunny Border Introduction,
Cleome ‘Crème de la Crème’
New for 2018

TEMPERENNIALS

Argyranthemum frutescens ‘Comet Pink’ PPAF
Argyranthemum frutescens ‘Comet Red’ PPAF
Brachyscome ‘Blue Zephyr™’
Calibrachoa ‘Can-Can® Bumble Bee Pink’ PPAF
Calibrachoa ‘Conga™ Dark Blue’ PPAF
Calibrachoa ‘Conga™ Red’ PPAF
Calibrachoa ‘Superbells® Blue Moon Punch™’ PPAF
Cleome crème de la Crème PPAF
Coleus ‘Garnet Robe’
Helianthus ‘Sunfinity™’
Justicia brandegeana ‘Variegata’
Nicotiana alata ‘Saratoga Red’
Nicotiana langsdorffii
Nicotiana sylvestris ‘Only the Lonely’
Petunia ‘Easy Wave® Yellow’
Petunia ‘Supertunia® Lovie Dovie™’ PPAF
Salvia longispicata x farinacea ‘Mystic Spires Improved’ PPAF
Salvia ‘Love and Wishes’ PP27057
Salvia ‘Mysty’ (‘Balsalmysty’) PPAF
Salvia x guaranitica ‘Rhythm and Blues’ (Bodacious™ Rhythm & Blues) PPAF
Tithonia rotundifolia ‘Goldfinger’
Zinnia Profusion Red

SUCCULENTS

Crassula ovata ‘Hobbit’
Cotyledon orbiculata var. oblonga ‘Flavida’
Euphorbia debilispina
Opuntia basilaris
Rhipsalis cereuscula
Ruschia pulvinaris

HERBS

Plectranthus amboinicus ‘Variegatus’
Ruta graveolens ‘Variegata’
Salvia officinalis ‘Berggarten Variegated’

VEGGIES

Eggplant ‘Casper’
Eggplant ‘Gretel’
Kale ‘Simply Salad® Storm Mix’
Pepper (HOT) ‘Tabasco’
Pepper (MILD HOT) ‘Alma Paprika’
Pepper (SWEET) ‘Pretty N Sweet’
Pepper (SWEET) ‘Sweet Sunset’
Tomato ‘Garden Treasure’
Tomato ‘Garden Gem’

Please note: This supplement contains new varieties only. Our complete line up for the 2018 program can be found in our 2018 Temperennial, Succulent & Edibles Order Form, as well as our 2016 Temperennial Catalog. If you would like a copy of any of these items, please contact your sales representative or our office. All of our Catalogs, Supplements and Order Forms are also available at www.sunnyborder.com/availability/catalogs.html

On the Cover:
Sunny Border Introduction, Cleome ‘Crème de la Crème’ PPAF

This stunning, variegated spider flower was discovered by our own Christine Roberts and we’re offering it exclusively to SBN customers for our 2018 season! For more information on this exquisite introduction, see page 3.
New Temperennials

**Argyranthemum Comet™ Series**
**MARGUERITE DAISY/DILL DAISY**

Zones 9 – 11 • ○

Bred for heat tolerance, long bloom time and exceptional landscape performance! Masses of daisy flowers bloom abundantly spring through summer on bushy plants with fine, fragrant, grayish green foliage. Deadhead to promote re-bloom. Grows 12-18” tall and 24” wide. Perfect for mass planting, edging, beds, containers and makes a great cut flower as well!

**Argyranthemum frutescens 'Comet Pink'** PPAF
Fragrant, single, pastel pink flowers (ARGCP)

**Argyranthemum frutescens 'Comet Red'** PPAF
Fragrant, single, magenta-red flowers. (ARGRD)

---

**Brachyscome ‘Blue Zephyr™’**
**SWAN RIVER DAISY**

Zones 9 – 11 • ○

Masses of small, lavender, daisy-like flowers with bright yellow centers bloom all season on 9-15” tall plants with a 12-16” spread. Mounding habit with lacy foliage. Adds a ton of neat and tidy color wherever planted. Perfect for containers and landscape alike! (BRABZ)

---

**Calibrachoa Conga™ Series**

Zones 9 – 11 • ○

Well-branched, trailing plants with a compact habit, growing 6-10” tall and 8-10” wide. Easy to grow. Use in beds, borders, containers and window boxes.

**Calibrachoa ‘Conga™ Dark Blue’** PPAF
Vibrant, dark blue flowers bloom in abundance early spring into fall. (CALCD)

**Calibrachoa ‘Conga™ Red’** PPAF
Rich red flowers bloom abundantly spring into fall. (CALRE)

---

**Calibrachoa ‘Can-Can® Bumble Bee Pink’** PPAF
Zones 9 – 11 • ○

The first “eye-type” Calibrachoa with a star pattern! Pastel pink flowers have dark pink eye with broad yellow star pattern in the center for added effect. Flowers remain open in lower light conditions, unlike many Calibrachoa. Plants have a uniform, mounding, trailing habit and are vigorous and full-bodied, working well in large hanging baskets, combo planters and more! Grows 10-15” tall and wide. (CALBB)

**Calibrachoa ‘Superbells® Blue Moon Punch™’** PPAF
Zones 9 – 11 • ○

Gorgeous silver-lavender blooms with contrasting dark purple eye. Superbells® Calibrachoa have a proven record for superior performance, with more disease resistance than other, less hardy Calibrachoa. Large, petunia-like flowers are great for hanging baskets, containers and gardens. Cold and heat tolerant. Semi-upright habit, growing 6-10” tall. (CALBM)
**Cleome ‘Crème de la Crème’**

VARIÉGATED SPIDER FLOWER

**Zones 8 – 11 · °**

A Sunny Border introduction! That’s right... A variegated Cleome! An exciting new discovery from our own Christine Roberts. Stunning, crème and green variegated foliage makes this a “stand out” in the Cleome world. Fuchsia flowers bloom late spring to fall, complementing the exquisite foliage! Grows 24-36” tall. Perfect for mid-border, containers and anywhere a big splash of brilliance is needed! [CLECC]

**Coleus ‘Garnet Robe’**

TRAILING PAINTED LEAVES

**Zones 10 – 11 · ° **

Dark garnet red, scalloped foliage with very thin pale green margins on plants with a nice, cascading habit. Grows 10-12” tall and can trail up to 24”. It compliments just about any other plant but looks great alone as well. Blooms July-Sept. Good heat tolerance. [COLGR]

**Helianthus ‘Sunfinity™’**

FEW LEAF SUNFLOWER

**Zones 11 – 12 · °**

This exciting, new sunflower offers nonstop blooming, more flowers all season and multiple branches! Need we say more? Beautiful, bright yellow flowers with dark centers bloom abundantly all season on plants growing 36-48” tall and up to 36” wide. They’re perfect for landscape use, large planters and because they produce so many flowers, they also make a great cut flower. This new breed of annual sunflower has created such a buzz, it received the 2017 Retailer’s Choice Award at Cultivate’17! [HELSI]

**Justicia brandegeana ‘Variegata’**

VARIÉGATED SHRIMP PLANT

**Zones 8 – 11 · ° £**

What could be more eye-catching than a Shrimp Plant? A variegated Shrimp Plant! Dark green foliage is splashed with creamy white variegation, many times broadening more toward the margins. Continuously blooming all season with unique white flowers that have dark salmon bracts, creating a two tone effect. Grows 24-36” tall with a spread of 36-48”. Attracts hummingbirds. [JUSBV]

**Nicotiana alata ‘Saratoga Red’**

FLOWERING TOBACCO

**Zones 9 – 11 · ° £**

Deep red, trumpet-like flowers bloom mid-summer into fall on uniform, upright, shrub-like plants growing 8-12” tall and wide. Earlier blooming than many Nicotiana types. Good tolerance to heat and humidity. Perfect for mixed container planting and annual garden use. [NICRE]

**Nicotiana langsdorffii**

FLOWERING TOBACCO

**Zones 10 – 11 · ° £**

Nodding, pale green bellflowers bloom June-Sept. from arching stems with broad, dark green leaves that can reach nearly 12” long toward the base of the stems. The flower color complements other flowers nicely. Grows to 36-48” tall and 18-24” wide. Award of Garden Merit winner from the Royal Horticultural Society. [NICLA]

**Nicotiana sylvestris ‘Only the Lonely’**

FLOWERING TOBACCO

**Zones 10 – 11 · ° £**

Large, candelabra-like displays of sweetly fragrant, white, tubular flowers bloom Jul-Sept. on 4-5’ tall, upright stems with large rosettes of large, spade-shaped foliage at the base of the stems. Touted as the largest Nicotiana on the market! Perfect for the back of the border. Self sows. [NICOL]
**Petunia 'Easy Wave® Yellow'**

*Zones 9 – 11 · ☀️ D*

Pale yellow flowers with darker yellow centers bloom freely all summer on spreading plants that are a little more mounded and controlled than the original Wave varieties. Grows 6-12" tall and can trail 30-40". An excellent performer all summer, it is perfect for use alone or mixed in a planter, basket or in the landscape. (PETEY)

---

**Salvia longispicata x farinacea 'Mystic Spires Improved'**

*Zones 8 – 11 · ☀️ D*

How can you improve on 'Mystic Spires'? Give it even better garden performance throughout the summer with longer color retention for more vivid flower color. That’s how! The naturally compact and free-flowering plants are well-branched with dark green leaves and are well-suited to mixed containers and landscapes. Grows 18-24" tall with a spread of 12-18". (PETLD)

---

**Salvia ‘Love and Wishes’**

*Zones 9 – 11 · ☀️ D*

This award-winning relative of 'Wendy’s Wish' produces spikes of dark purple trumpet flowers with dark burgundy calyces, spring to first frost. Grows 30-36" tall. Compact, dark green foliage. Use in beds, borders and containers. In the tradition of 'Wendy’s Wish', a portion of the proceeds from each plant go to an Australian Charity, in this case, Make a Wish® Australia. (SALLW)

---

**Salvia ‘Mysty’ (Balsalmysty)**

*Zones 9 – 11 · ☀️ D*

A compact new Salvia is 25-35% less vigorous than 'Mystic Spires, lending it more to mixes. Upright spikes of true blue flowers bloom all season on compact, well-branched, free-flowering plants with dark green foliage. A great addition to the mid-border or bed. Grows 12-18” tall and wide. (SALMY)

---

**Salvia x guaranitica 'Rhythm and Blues' (Bodacious™ Rhythm & Blues)**

*Zones 8 – 10 · ☀️ D*

Earlier blooming than S. ‘Black & Blue’ and free-flowering though the season. 3’ tall spikes of dark cobalt blue flowers with black calyx spring into fall. Tighter, rounded, well-branched habit. Medium-size, dark green foliage retains color through season. (SALRL)

---

**Tithonia rotundifolia ‘Goldfinger’**

*Zones 10 – 11 · ☀️*

Smaller, more compact than 'Torch', reaching 3-4' tall. A heat-loving, free-flowering variety with gold-orange (3") sunflowers July-Oct. in northern regions of U.S. Upright, uniform habit. A good choice for annual beds and for use as a cut flower. (TITGO)

---

**Zinnia Profusion Red**

*Zones 9 – 11 · ☀️*

A true red bloom and even better, it doesn’t fade in the summer sun! The 4th color in the Profusion series to win the All-American Selection and a Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winner for European garden performance. Like all Profusion Zinnia, it has a compact, mounded habit, exceptional disease resistance, early and long blooming throughout the season and easy to grow. 8-14" tall. (ZINPR)
**New Succulents**

**Cotyledon orbiculata var. oblonga 'Flavida'**
*Finger Aloe*
Zones 9 – 12 · ☀
An attractive succulent from South Africa that has long gray-green foliage with a chalky white cast. The leaves have a finger-like look that gives the plant its common name. Umbels of nodding peach bell-like flowers bloom in summer from 12-18" stems. Grows 1-2' tall in an ideal setting. (COTFL)

**Euphorbia debilispina**
*Spurge*
Zones 9 – 11 · ☀
A dwarf branching succulent producing dense tufts of upright, columnar, cactus-like foliage that have short, somewhat inconspicuous spines. Yellow flowers in early spring. Grows to 6" tall. From the central provinces of Zambia in southern Africa and portions of Tanzania in eastern Africa. (EUPDE)

**Opuntia basilaris**
*Beavertail Cactus*
Zones 8 – 11 · ☀
Low-growing with flat, gray-green pads with somewhat spineless pads, other than some short bristles. Joints resembling the tail of a beaver emerge from the top of the pads, giving way to brilliant magenta-rose flowers (to 3.25”) late winter to early summer. Flowers are followed by brownish-gray, oval fruit. Grows 12-24" tall and to 36" wide in the landscape. Native to a broad range of desert regions in the southwest U.S., including the Mojave Desert. Suitable for landscape planting, borders and containers. (OPUBA)

**Rhipsalis cereuscula**
*Rice Cactus/Coral Cactus*
Zones 10 – 11 · ☀
A shrub-like, epiphytic cactus is native to Uruguay and Brazil and forms pale green stems with tiny, rice-shaped joints, adding to its textural appeal. Like many Rhipsalis, it has an eye-catching, coral-like appearance. Small, pinkish white bellflowers bloom in spring. Grows 20-24” tall. Prefers filtered light and indoor placement. Good tolerance to humidity. Water when soil has dried out completely. (RHICE)

**Ruschia pulvinaris**
*Conjested Ice Plant/Creeping Shrubby Ice Plant*
Zones 5 – 9 · ☀
Dense cushions of silvery blue, pointed leaves make a nice groundcover in the rock garden or filler in containers. Brilliant fuchsia-pink flowers bloom late spring into early summer. Grows 3” tall and to 12” wide. Bees love it and rabbits resist it! (RISPU)

Our Succulent Collection keeps growing and growing! It’s no wonder when you look at the diversity of shape, texture and color in these new varieties! For a full listing of all varieties available this year, see pg. 5-6 of our 2018 Temperennial Order Form. Descriptions and photos for the extended list can be found on pages 36-44 of our 2016 Temperennial Catalog. Not sure which ones to order? Try our Succulent Assortment. It’s a great way to get a nice mix that appeals to your diverse customer base!
New Edibles

**Plectranthus amboinicus ‘Variegatus’**
*Variegated Cuban Oregano*
* Zones 9 – 11 ·
* A very attractive, variegated form of Cuban Oregano that emerges with lime green, scalloped leaves that darken to grayish green with age. It’s irregular, creamy white margins make it stand-out among its peers adding additional ornamental value in addition to its culinary value. Showy spikes of lavender two-lipped flowers rise from the foliage mounds mid-spring to late fall. A pungent herb that is perfect for your deck or patio pot. (KALSM)

**Salvia officinalis**
*Herb of Grace*
* Zones 6 – 10 ·
* An attractive, variegated form of the always popular, always fragrant Rue! Bluish green and white variegated foliage with clusters of small, golden yellow flowers blooming June-Aug. atop 16-20” tall, wand-like stems. The variegation on this evergreen dwarf shrub is more subtle in winter, when it shows more green than white. From southern and eastern Europe and eastern Mediterranean regions. (RUEVA)

**Tomato ‘Garden Treasure’**
*Large Fruited / Heirloom*
* We read about this little “Gem” in The NY Times - Jan 28, 2017 and what a Gem it is! Bred for that old-fashioned tomato flavor which has been lost in the more modern varieties. Considered an early tomato they ripen in 50-55 days producing many tomatoes over a 5-6 week period that weigh an average of 2-2.5 oz. Taste panel declared Garden Treasure delicious. Indeterminate. (TOMGG)

**Tomato ‘Garden Gem’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* This cross of an heirloom and New Edibles Organic winner! (PEPSN)

**Kale ‘Simply Salad® Storm Mix’**
*A colorful blend of purple, green and blue leaves. Plant it in a container on your deck to pick a handful to use fresh- add to your morning smoothie or tossed in a salad. Highly nutritious, kale is easy to cook wth and tasty too! Not interested in eating kale? Plant in your flower garden where it will add interest wth its colorful, highly textured leaves. (KALSM)

**Eggplant ‘Casper’**
*Mild-flavored and not bitter when picked young. Single plants produce lots of 6” long, snow-white fruit that will continue through summer. No need to peel if picked young. Compact grower that is perfect for your deck or patio pot. (EGGCA)

**Eggplant ‘Gretel’**
*This All American Selections winner is a companion to the popular E. ‘Hansel’. It has clusters of the sweet, slender, petite white fruit (3-4”) with low seed count on compact plants. What more could you ask for? Tender, non-bitter fruit. It has that too! Grows 36-48” tall and 24-36” wide at maturity. Perfect for use in containers or garden use. Can be harvested 55 days from planting. (EGGGR)

**Kale ‘Pretty N Sweet’**
*A high yielding, compact variety with tons of sweet, tasty, colorful peppers from early to late season. Peppers are 7.5” x 1.5” and are great at fresh or canned. No staking needed and perfect for containers. 2015 All-American Selections Edible winner! (PEPSN)

**Ruta graveolens ‘Variegata’**
*Herb of Grace*
* Zones 5 – 9 ·
* An attractive, variegated form of the always popular, always fragrant Rue! Bluish green and white variegated foliage with clusters of small, golden yellow flowers blooming June-Aug. atop 16-20” tall, wand-like stems. The variegation on this evergreen dwarf shrub is more subtle in winter, when it shows more green than white. From southern and eastern Europe and eastern Mediterranean regions. (RUEVA)

**Tomato ‘Garden Treasure’**
*Large Fruited / Heirloom*
* We read about this little “Gem” in The NY Times - Jan 28, 2017 and what a Gem it is! Bred for that old-fashioned tomato flavor which has been lost in the more modern varieties. Considered an early tomato they ripen in 50-55 days producing many tomatoes over a 5-6 week period that weigh an average of 2-2.5 oz. Taste panel declared Garden Gem delicious. Indeterminate. (TOMGT)

**Tomato ‘Garden Gem’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* This cross of an heirloom and a modern variety had the taste panel declaring Garden Treasure delicious. Indeterminate. (TOMGG)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)

**Eggplant ‘Lue’**
*Medium Fruited / Heirloom*
* An ornamental pepper that is truly tasty! Sweet, multi-colored peppers with good substance are produced in abundance on nice, compact plants growing to just 18” tall. That makes it perfect for containers and gardens alike. An All American Selections 2015 Vegetable Award winner! (PEPSN)